
Soundwell Swimming Club 
Committee meeting minutes 

 

 

Location: Kingswood leisure Centre.  Date: 9 April 2019 
 

Present:             Tracey Ellis, Tracy Blake, Tree O’Donnell, Jon Wills, Jackie Weatherall-King, 

Donna Hussey, Alison Williams, and Emma Dodd. 

 
Apologies:  Claire Kerslake, Clare Brewer, Chris Turner and Stuart Mason 

 

Agenda items:        

 
1. Actions From Previous Meetings 

 
2. Finance update  

 
3. Head Coach Report 

 
4. Circadian etc 

 
5. LTS inc communications and cover 

 
6. Welfare 

 
7. Camp update 

 
8. Open Meet 

 
9. A.O.B 
  

Actions from previous meetings 

 Action Owner Date Status 

2.1 Tree to ask Darren to give Dropbox access to Tracey Ellis 

Update – Thanks Darren. 

Tree 12/02/19 Closed 

2.2 Clare to provide Alison a list of the Swim teachers to ensure that 
they are registered with the ASA at the correct level. Update – 

Tree will remind Clare that this information needs to be 

provided.  

CB 12/02/19 Ongoing 

2.3 Tracey to raise the presentations issues at the next Gloucester 

County meeting. Update – All issues were raised and have been 

noted 

TE 12/02/19 Closed 

2.4 Chris to contact all Team Managers / chaperones to obtain their 
availability for a meeting to discuss appropriate behaviour for 

volunteers 

CT 
 

12/02/19 Ongoing 

3.1 Chris to source an on-line safeguarding training course. Update 
– Chris has emailed Tracey with details of a course which can be 

done on line for £16 per person. Currently awaiting a response 

to see if there is a discount for a group booking, but the course 
fits all requirements. 

CT 12/03/19 Closed 

3.2 Tracy to look in to the cost of learner pool hire for 30 mins to 

see if financially viable to offer 1:1 sessions in the learner pool. 
Update – Tracy has looked into the costs and it is definitely 

viable for the 1:1 sessions to go ahead with Jess and Clare. It 

was agreed that we could charge £20 per 1:1 session. Tree will 

let Clare and Jess know. 

TB 12/03/19 Closed 

3.3 Jon and Jackie to provide costings to the committee for training 

equipment. Update – The tempo trainers have been purchased 

and are being put to good used. Jackie has been unable to 

JW-K & 

Jon 

12/03/19 Closed 
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source any actual equipment to assist with starts and turns is 
looking in to the costs of parts to make something.  

3.4 Jackie to look into prices for Mini series hats. Update – Jackie 

had sourced some hats and the wording and costs were agreed 

so she will now order the hats. 

JW-K 12/03/19 Ongoing 

3.5 Jon to update the contact details on the website. Jon 12/03/19 Closed 

3.6 Tree to email Clare regarding updated registers Update – 
please see key discussion point 1 

Tree 12/03/19 Closed 

3.7 

 

Tree to enquire with TeamUnify about the cost for adding the On 

Deck bolt on to assist with coaching. Update – Please see key 

discussion point 1 

Tree 12/03/19 Closed 

3.8 Tree to enquire through TeamUnify about email capacity 

Update – TeamUnify do not have an email facility. It was agreed 

that we would pay the £100 annual fee to keep webmail as it is 
vital to keep our emails as they are. 

 

Tree 12/03/19 Closed 

  

Actions from this meeting 

 Action Owner Date Status 

4.1 Tree to let Clare and Jess know about the 1:1 learner pool 
sessions. 

Tree 09.04.19 New 

4.2 Tracey to email coaches and Clare to confirm correct process for 

new swimmers. 

TE 09.04.19 New 

4.3 Tracey to ask Jenny about providing accepted entry info using 

TeamUnify rather than the website. 

TE 09.04.19 New 

4.4 Tracey to chase Circadian regarding contracts TE 09.04.19 New 

4.5 Donna to write email to parents re arrangements at swim meets 

/ galas 

DH 09.04.19 New 

4.6 Emma to look in to costings for group insurance for camp ED 09.04.19 New 

4.7 Jon to ask KLC whether we could have a SSC banner displayed 

by the pool 

Jon 09.04.19 New 

 

 

 

Key Discussion Points 

 

Ref Key Discussions 

1. 

 
 

Tracey opened the meeting by welcoming everyone and thanking them for their attendance.  

Actions from previous meetings were then discussed, please updates above and below for information. 

3.6 was discussed – Tree had emailed Clare regarding the updating of the registers and it had been 

confirmed that the registers were being done in Drop Box, which Tracy confirmed she had found useful. 

However, it was generally agreed that the process for new swimmers in LTS and squads was falling 
down. Essentially swimmers are being allowed to swim before fees have been paid, before ASA 

registrations has been made and before registration on to TeamUnify, all of which are extremely 

important for several reasons. Tracey will send an email to all the coaches and Clare informing them of 
the correct process to follow and what to explain to parents about what needs to be done before their 

swimmer can start swimming in the club. Also that Tree, Alison and Tracy must be provided with a list 

of new swimmers to ensure that all requirements are met before the swimmer can be allowed to swim. 
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3.7 - Jon watched the demos available on TeamUnify and really feels that the club would benefit greatly 

from this. The extra cost is £300, and it was agreed that this could be easily absorbed into the annual 

fee as it’s averages out to just over £1 per swimmer. During this discussion Jackie advised that other 
clubs do not publicise accepted entries on their TU websites and asked whether the fact that we do is 

not GDPR compliant. Tracey will email Jenny Bridges and ask her to ask about this when she meets 

with Jenny from Severnside Tritons to learn about utilising the competition element of TeamUnify. 

2. Tracy confirmed that the bank accounts still look healthy. There is currently a big chase on arrears, 

some have paid their arrears and others, whilst not paying the arrears have increased their fees to the 
correct amount. A majority of the arrears are from LTS, with £1083 in squad arrears and £1600 in LTS 

arrears. It was agreed that one more chase will be made and give people 1 months’ notice to pay their 

arrears, otherwise there will be no more swimmer for their swimmer. Coaches and swim teachers will 
be informed about who this will affect. 

3. Please see the Head Coaches report attached. 

In addition coaches cover over the Easter break was discussed that coaches need a break as well as 

swimmers and that perhaps communication and discussions regarding session cover and cancelations 

could take this in to consideration. 

4. There is no further movement with Circadian, they are still reviewing figures and LTS information 

provided to them. Tracey will chase them regarding contract etc. 

5. A vast majority of LTS swimmers are now signed up to TeamUnify. 
There was a complaint regarding generic emails being sent to all members on TeamUnify when the 

message is not relevant, eg a session cancellation email was sent to LTS swimmers, when LTS had 

not been cancelled, but the squads had been cancelled due to our Open Meet. In addition an email 
was sent to all regarding the balance payments for camp, when not everyone is attending camp and 

this did cause a bit of confusion. Jon will ensure that emails will be sent to the relevant people in 

future.  

It was agreed that should Clare be unavailable for a time, eg holiday or sick that her “vacation” 
message can direct people to contact Jon in her absence. 

6. There are currently no outstanding welfare issues. 

The recent email sent from Jon regarding someone approaching the swimmers was sent to mainly 

highlight the fact that swimmers are not the responsibility of the club when not poolside or in Land 
Training. Claire and Emma handled the situation very well and everything was actually ok. 

It was discussed that some of the new and young swimmers attending the recent Open Meet did not 

know where they were meeting their parents / guardians once leaving poolside. It was discussed that 

now would be a good time to email all parents to politely remind them of their responsibilities and the 
clubs responsibilities for their swimmers during gala’s / meets and also directing them to the parents 

handbook on the website. Donna will compose this email. 

7. Emma and Claire are still awaiting answers from Mount Kelly regarding food and other arrangements. 

Fee information is currently on the website and has been communicated by email. 

Another parent has agreed to chaperone, Laura Myles and she has also done the relevant training. 
ASA covers the swimmers whilst in the pool, to and from the pool but not for any other activities and 

it is, therefore recommended that separate insurance is purchased for the swimmers attending the 

camp. Emma will look in to costings for group insurance. 
Taking in to consideration feedback from Claire regarding the difficulties of being camp organiser and 

one of the coaches, it was agreed that Emma would be officially the camp co-ordinator so any 

questions will need to be directed to her. This will ensure that Claire can focus on the coaching role. 

8. The Open Mett was a brilliant success, it ran smoothly and we have received great feedback. It was 

lovely to see new volunteers helping out and a HUGE THANK YOU goes to ALL the volunteers involved 
in the organisation and running of the Open Meet. A SPECIAL HUGE THANK YOU goes to Jenny as she 

has put in so many hours of work in to organising these meets. She really does need more help with 

these meets so if anyone would like to help please do not hesitate to contact the club. 

9. A.O.B 

There currently is no advertising for Soundwell Swimming club at KLC. Jay Dodd would be happy to 

sponsor a banner. Jon will check with KLC as to whether this would be possible. 

 

Date and location of next meeting:  14th May 2019 @ 19:00 – Soft Play area KLC. 

 
 

 


